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PTAC units offer flexibility and are a cost effective heating and 

cooling solution for condos, offices, apartments, or any other 

smaller environment. AC 

Service NYC is an expert in 

the installation, maintenance 

and repair of self-contained 

Packed Terminal Air 

Conditioning (PTAC) units. 

Experienced, committed to quality, and available to answer and 

questions you might have, we also offer one year repair guarantees 

and part and labor warranties for two years.

PTAC Heating and Air Conditioning Professionals in New York

Why Choose PTAC For Heating and Cooling Single Spaces?

If you are looking for an efficient and unobtrusive way to stay 

comfortable all year round, PTAC heating and air conditioning is 

certainly the way to go. Self-contained units powered by electricity, 

PTAC systems are designed to operate in single rooms, such as 

apartments, hotel rooms and offices.

Able to be installed inside or outside on wall mounts, the minimal 

need for duct work and comparatively small size (up to 40 inches 

long) makes them ideal for light commercial and residential use. 

Other benefits to packed terminal heating and cooling include:

Energy Efficiency Ratios can be as high as 12.2 compared to window 

units.

Simple maintenance with removable and cleanable filters.

Smart controls allow for flexible running times and energy saving.

Electronic temperature limits prevent excessive use.

Trust AC Service NYC With Your PTAC Heater Installation And 

Servicing

AC Service NYC technicians are highly skilled in installing and 

maintaining PTAC heater units, and are able to offer a direct and 

effective service for customers across New York City. We are 

dedicated to building relationships with our customers, and our 

years of experience mean you can have total confidence in anything 

we do.
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